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What is Effective Fire Service Leadership?
• Safe operations?
• Lives saved?
• Mentorship?
• Succession Planning?
• Followship?
• Property saved?
• Allowing for officer development?
• Ability for officers and firefighters to DECIDE?



Point-to-Point Decision Making? How and Why? 

• Critical Decision Making is an Art!
• It separates ordinary firefighters/officers from extraordinary firefighters/officers



How Effective Are We? What is the state of Today’s 
Fire Service?  

• Young?
• Experienced?
• Educated?
• Wise?
• Willing/Able?
• Multi-generational?
• Intimidated by Safety?



Discussion: What is hampering our ability to 
make Critical Decisions in Today’s Fire Service?

• New injects into the what we know!
• Crew knowledge?
• Experience of crews?
• Wisdom of crews?
• Willingness and ability of crews?
• Generational gaps of crews?
• Safety concerns based on “industry?”
• Policies? Blue Card?



What is CDM?  
• 1)  Critical- involving skillful judgement; of decisive importance with 

respect to outcome; of essential importance
• 2)  Decision- the act of or the need for making up one’s mind; 

something that is decided; a judgement; the act or process of 
deciding 

• 3)  Making- the means or cause of success or advancement; structure; 
capacity or potential 

“Skillful judgement with decisive importance!”



Effective Fire Service Leadership

• What is effective?
• To be effective, we need a gauge of measure

• What exactly is leadership in the Fire Service?
• What defines our abilities of performing as a leader?



Point-to-Point Decision Making. The 
How and the Why!

• Objectives:
• Review Effective Leadership
• Identify the abilities of performing as a leader in the Fire Service
• Discuss the phenomena of point-to-point decision making
• How and Why is point-to-point leadership effective to identify effective 

leadership?
• Measuring leadership through point-to-point decision making
• Gauging leadership as a effective or not



Safety as a limiter for CDM?
• Are we, as decision makers, being “controlled” by the safety first 

culture?
• Who is making the decisions regarding your front seat, your office, 

your crew?
• What is today’s “shinny object” that defines the execution of fire, 

rescue, and EMS delivery?
• Blue Card?
• NFPA/IAFF/IAFC/VDFP?



Basics of CDM:  
•What characteristics define a great 
firefighter?

• Leader
• Experienced
• Educated
• Wise
• Trainer
• Thinker



Discussion: Before we discuss effective leadership 
in the Fire Service: We must address Safety!
• Can the desire to be “Safe” or “Safety” hinder decision making?
• Can “Safety” be considered a Consequence of Effective Leadership?
• Leadership During Critical Events/Incidents are:

• Unsafe by nature
• Dynamic
• Ever Changing
• Have seen/unseen obstacles 



Discussion: Safety can be considered a 
Consequence of Effective Leadership: Leadership 

During Critical Events

• Safety and Consequence in the same phrase? 
• What is the consequence of being safe?
• Can you be too safe and still complete or meet the mission?

• Leadership during a Critical Event
• How can one lead when action and reaction is required?

So, how can safety be a consequence of 
leadership?  



Case Study: BCFD:  “Its our Culture.”  BCFD’s 
Scott Lake 



Case Study: NIOSH LODD: F2021-08 



Who trains in a McDonalds Box?



Data: 



CDM and Today’s Fire Service? How do we 
become effective?  

• What themes are causing 
leadership concerns in 
today’s fire service?

• Experience of workforce
• Knowledge of fire behavior
• Training 
• Transition Planning

• Traditional Solutions?
• Skill and Muscle Memory 

Training
• Strategic Level
• Tactical level
• Task Level

• Development of Critical 
Decision Making Skills

• Develop First Line Supervisors



CDM has Limits: What prevents one from 
being a Critical Decision Maker?
• Stress 
• Limited visual references (experience)
• Equipment
• Understanding the limits of the equipment provided
• Physical limits
• Intellectual limits
• Skill reproduction with lack of senses



Who is expected to make critical decisions?



Historical CDM:

• 3 phases of CDM:
• Anticipation
• Preparation
• Execution 



Anticipation? Predicting the inevitable! 



CDM starts with Procurement: Anticipation 



CDM: Preparation- Inspire and Lead! 



CDM: Preparation: Red Flag, USAF
• Nellis AFB, Nevada



CDM: Execution through Preparation
• Roof Top Rescue 1991 & WTC Bombing February 26, 1993



Lets learn from others: Times Square Roof Top 
Rescue

May, 1991

Kevin Shea, FDNY Rescue 1

Point 1-Citizen needing rescued 
Point 2- Successful rescue of the citizen



February 26, 1993 WTC Bombing

Kevin Shea falls in to the crater.
The successful rescue of FF Kevin Shea was 
the most complex rescue effort undertaken 
by the FDNY to date.  



Is today the day you need to make Critical 
Decisions by yourself?



Captain Matt “Chevy” Chiaverotti: LODD April 
17, 2023



Expectations:

• By nature, decision making by care providers and emergency 
responders are challenging.  

• Even when we succeed daily when critical decisions are used 
to mitigate calls and incidents produce stress and “fill our 
buckets”. 

• Case studies identify common incident elements that hinder 
quality decision making, and it introduces point-to-point 
leadership.



Goal:

• Develop systematic approaches to making critical 
decisions from the time responders are alerted to an 
incident to its resolution. 

• Understand how to make critical decisions in this dynamic 
process is what makes great leaders.

• Lead the future of your organization 



CDM: The Single Most Important Predictor of 
Success

• When a critical decision is required, consequences are grand.  
• The performance of each responder is the reflection of their 

preparation and experience.
• Success on a critical incident is not just because the incident 

commander, engine company officer, training officer, or 
other supervisor. 

• Success occurs when organizations are committed to 
preparing and supporting firefighters to be critical decision 
makers.



• 1)  Critical- involving skillful judgement; of decisive importance with 
respect to outcome; of essential importance

• 2)  Decision- the act of or the need for making up one’s mind; something 
that is decided; a judgement; the act or process of deciding 

• 3)  Making- the means or cause of success or advancement; structure; 
capacity or potential 

“Skillful judgement with decisive importance!”



Why is CDM difficult for some?

Cognitive Dissonance (The reason we are not robots!)
• Mental conflict that occurs when beliefs or assumptions are contradicted by 

new information!
• Cognitive: concern with the act or process; mental processes of perception, 

memory, judgement, and reasoning as contrasted with emotional and 
volitional processes. 

• Dissonance:  Inharmonious, discord, state of unrest.  

“Concern regarding processes that lead to discord.”



Point to Point Leadership: Points Exist between 
each Critical Decision: You must progress to ensure 

success!
• Critical Decision Making is a skill
• Any person in a “leadership position” is judged on their ability to 

make decisions!  Fact.
• CDM is not limited to “who is in charge or designated leaders”
• Not everyone has the ability to make decisions



Why Points Exist? Your Choices

• All providers are faced with choices on calls/cases. These 
choices require someone to make a decision.

• Choices exist when caring for a patient or on each call.  
These choices lead to decisions that are different among 
responders faced with the same situation or scenario.

• Critical decision making is highly dynamic.  The point 
presented the responder and the point of resolution is often 
intense and stressful.



Elements of Demise? When P-to-P CDM Fails 
• Time and competition are the leading cause elements of demise
• What other factors lead to poor decisions?

• Pressure situations
• Complacency
• An audience
• Yes, competition (media, other programs)
• Showing off
• Lack of understanding of consequences
• Never been affected by a similar decision 
• Successful failures



What occurs when we show off in front of our 
peers?



Concept of point to point leadership

• Starting point • End point

Avoid the straight line rule!
The number 1 mistake that is made 

on critical incidents is called the 
straight line rule!



August 26, 2011 EMS Helicopter Mishap

• Operated by Air Methods
• Crashed in Mosby, MO
• Occurred at 18:41 CDT
• Eurocopter AS350 B2
• Left St. Joseph, MO at 17:20 for 

Liberty, MO-62 miles away



August 26, 2011 EMS Helicopter 
Mishap

• The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) concluded the cause 
of an EMS helicopter mishap on August 26, 2011, was “fuel 
exhaustion, poor decision making and the inability to perform a 
critical flight maneuver.” NTSB Chairman, Deborah A.P. Hersman 
stated, “This accident, like so many others we’ve investigated, comes 
down to one of the most crucial and time-honored aspects of safe 
flight: good decision making.”   



August 26, 2011 EMS Helicopter Mishap

• The time needed to make a critical decision and execute an 
emergency maneuver to save the aircraft and the lives aboard was 
two seconds.  Once the helicopter ran out of fuel, the engine flamed 
out and lost power. Reports state the pilot “failed to make the flight 
control inputs necessary to enter an autorotation, an emergency 
flight maneuver that must be performed within about two seconds of 
the loss of engine power in order to execute a safe emergency 
landing.”  



August 26, 2011 EMS Helicopter Mishap

• The investigation found that the autorotation training the pilot 
received was not representative of an actual engine failure at cruise 
speed, which “likely contributed to his failure to successfully execute 
the maneuver.”

• How does this relate to CDM in the fire service?



Poor decision-making continues to be cited as the cause 
of mishaps and deaths of emergency responders.  

• Who is responsible to ensure the mission is completed 
safely? 

• Who is responsible to ensure service to the citizens occur 
in an efficient and productive manner?  

• High risk-low frequency events!  
• Gordon Graham’s phrase



When points are ignored! Who is responsible? 
No one is immune of the Straight Line Rule

NBC Nightly News Report 

MH-53E Sea Dragon caught fire and crashed off the coast 
of Virginia Beach on Jan. 8, 2014

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/investigations/sea-dragon-down-human-cost-navy-s-most-crash-prone-n281636


CDM: It occurs at all levels, regardless of rank! 

Two pilots and one air crewman died.  The pilot, Lieutenant Wes Van Dorn, was an accomplished pilot 
and was an advocate for his squadron’s safety.  After going to the squadron in 2010, he identified 
system problems. He continually notified his chain of command of issues related to the maintenance 
and care of the aircraft, but Lieutenant Van Dorn’s rank gave him only so much power.  The Navy, as a 
scalar organization, limited Lieutenant Van Dorn’s ability to foster change.  He alone could not be the 
change agent necessary to fix the problems he identified with the aircrafts.



The cost of poor decision making!



Case study involving NASA: 
Point to Point CDM: 

• What comes to mind when you 
think of NASA?



NASA • What has NASA 
accomplished?

• 6 moon landings
• 12 astronauts walked on 

the moon
• Stellar safety record
• Robust budget and 

defined mission
• The best of the best 

working on/in research 
and development and 
only the elite became 
astronauts



Space Shuttle Program
• 1981-2011 with 135 flights
• Concept started in 1972 to be re-useable space vehicle.
• STS (space transport system) 135 retired the program in July 

2011.



Picture of the solid booster rocket burning 
and “O” ring leaking fire



Fire from Right Solid Booster Rocket



Predictable or preventable?



When an accident occurs that is catastrophic, who is immune from 
the investigation?



Slide of the correspondence predicting the accident after 
Launch #2 (December 1982)



Why was this allowed to occur? Biggest Failure 
of Critical Decision Makers: NoD

• Normalization of Deviance
• NASA was allowed to get deviant of best practices
• This led to a predictable “surprise”
• The challenger incident was a predictable surprise as 14 of the 24 

previous missions, the inspection of the “o” rings indicated they were 
touched by fire.



Why was the program not grounded?

• Pressure situation
• It was a best practice to ground the program if a 

critical component was flawed, and the “o” rings were 
a critical component.

• Pressure became a guide and short cut was taken to 
maintain the schedule to fly the missions.

• This stepped away from the best practice



NASA’s Short Cut: Failure of 
Inevitable 

• Rationalize the failure learned in mission #2 by 
performing assembly changes, increase the PSI the 
“o” ring could withstand and perform testing that 
produced data that rationalized the failure.

• This provided “tolerance” 
• False feedback occurred when noting occurred in the 

following flights, yet 14 of 24 missions indicated fire 
had reached the “o” ring.



Outcome: 7 astronauts dead and a program 
grounded! 



Conclusion: The Rogers Commission



The “ELEMENTS” that inhibit quality 
decisions: Failure Occurs 

• Internal
• Education
• Training
• Experience
• Wisdom

• External
• Time of day
• Delay in notification
• Weather
• Resources available
• Funding



CDM: The Single Most Important Factor to 
Success

• When a critical decision is required, consequences are grand.  
• The performance of each responder is the reflection of their 

preparation and experience.
• Success on a critical incident is not just because the incident 

commander.  Success occurs when organizations are committed to 
preparing and supporting responders to be critical decision makers.



CDM: The Single Most Important Factor to 
Success

• The performances of emergency responders are in the public eye 
during large-scale incidents.  When emergency services are needed, 
citizens expect quality decisions and performance.

• Success during critical incidents are based on organizations with a 
defined chain of command, a manageable span of control, with 
employees who desire to serve the citizens of the community, while 
being held accountable for their actions and performance. 



Fire Case Study on CDM
• Rules:

• 1)  This is a real LODD and a brother from Prince William County, VA who gave 
the ultimate sacrifice

• 2) We are not to judge, we are to learn and ensure we can build upon the 
legacy of the fallen

• 3) Please respect any perspective and thought. That is how we learn.



Case Study:  May Day and LODD

• Prince William County, VA Technician 1 Kyle Wilson
• April 16, 2007
• Tower 512



Prior to arrival of Wagon and Tower



06:08 Hours: Wagon and Tower are on the 
scene



Mayday at 06:14



06:15 hours 



First Floor Foyer



06:16 hours



PWCFD Technician 1 Kyle Wilson



15474 Marsh Overlook Drive: All CDM 
• The major factors in the line of duty death of Technician I Wilson were 

determined to be: 
• The initial arriving fire suppression force size. 
• The size up of fire development and spread. 
• The impact of high winds on fire development and spread. 
• The large structure size and lightweight construction and materials. 
• The rapid intervention and firefighter rescue efforts. 
• The incident control and management. 

https://www.iaff.org/hs/LODD_Manual/LODD%20Reports/Prince%20William%
20County,%20VA%20-%20Wilson.pdf

https://www.iaff.org/hs/LODD_Manual/LODD%20Reports/Prince%20William%20County,%20VA%20-%20Wilson.pdf


Lets discuss the following:
• Who is responsible for the safety of Kyle
• Risk vs Reward
• Was the training adequate for Kyle?  For the officer core?
• CDM and point to point leadership-what happened to the point of 

arrival and the point of resolve?



Development of Leaders is predicated on 
CDM:

• Ability to make critical decisions
• Difference in efficient and effective operations and results
• Team:  Must be surrounded by quality team mates



How to make sound critical decisions:

Sound 
Decision 
Making

Training

Senses

WisdomEducation

Experiences



Your Team in Critical: Team Success and Team 
Based CDM occurs because:

Well-balanced and well-
placed team members

with impeccable training 
and re-trained  

develop to make valued 
based decisions

that are in-line with 
organizational policy, 
practice, and industry 

standards



The decision making capabilities of responders 
lead to:  

• Life and death of responders
• Saving or not saving civilian lives
• Injuries to responders and public
• Public outcry
• Embarrassment 
• Success



Can an acronym lead to CDM? 
• SLICERS
• RECEO, VS
• AEIOU
• I before E except after C
• OMG



Critical decision makers understand risk and 
have situational awareness

Understanding 
Risk

Situational 
Awareness



Fire Based CDM Discussion: Straight line Rule 
leads to Failure!  



CDM and SLICERS
• The Size-up sets the stage for the following steps of Locating the 

fire, Identifying flow path, Cooling the atmosphere, then 
Extinguishing the fire. Taking any of these initial steps out of order 
can jeopardize the effectiveness of the operation. Only Rescue and 
Salvage are items of opportunity that may be completed at any time 
based on opportunity and need.



SLICERS



Critical Decision Making is a skill: Can it be 
Taught or Learned? 

• Able and Willing Model

Able/Willing Model ⇒

Unable/Willing Able/Willing

⇑ Unable/Unwilling Able/Unwilling



The CDM Continuum: Time and Stress 
Included

Problem 
Presented 

Gather 
input

Consider 
options

Review 
risk

Anticipate 
reward

Make a 
decision



Finally, CDM is about “Doing Your 
Job”

• Engage
• Be Present
• Listen
• Connect
• Understand
• Enjoy the position and your crew!



A Leader Executes CDM!

Leader

Guides

Values team 
members

values co-
workers

values 
organizational 

mission

has training

gained 
wisdom



As we Close, The traits of a CDM and Leader: 
• Dependable
• Present (assessable)
• Knowledgeable
• Honest
• Passionate
• Respected
• Confidant
• Caring

• Clear expectations
• Has Integrity
• Compassionate
• Shares Vision 
• Engages
• Humble
• Communicates
• Appreciative



My passion has lead me to write a book
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